
This item includes: 
 

- Memorandum to J. Bryan Hehir from Edward W. Doherty (26.01.1982) Subj.: East 
Timor  

- Letter to Hgr. da Costa Lopes from Bishop J.J. Gerry D.D and his reply (11.11.1982) 
- Memorandum to J. Bryan Hehir from Edward W. Doherty (28.05.1982) Subj.: East 

Timor  
- Memorandum to J. Bryan Hehir from Edward W. Doherty (02.07.1982) Subj.: East 

Timor  
- Letter to J. Bryan Hehir from Edward Doherty (20.07.1982) Subj.: Possible 

Congressional Hearings on East Timor  
- Memorandum to J. Bryan Hehir from Edward Doherty (03.12.1982) Subj.: Funding the 

East Timor consultation  
- Letter from the National Conference of Catholic Bishops to Bishop Broderick 

(22.12.1982) and his reply  
- Correspondence from the Catholic Institute for International Relations to Arnold Kohen 

and Chin Wei (February-August 1982)  
- Memorandum from Eileen Sudworth to APHD Partner Agencies (23.08.1982) Subj.: East 

Timor, includes an interview with Mgr. Martinho da Costa Lopez, Apostolic 
Administrator of the Archdiocese of Dili, East Timor  

- Letter to Bishop Broderick from Father Charlebois regarding Father Hehir’s Testimony 
on East Timor (09.12.1982) 

- Thirty-Six Pearls of Pancasila  
- Letter to Edward Dougherty from Rosemary Huber with includes her experiences, 

reflections and impressions as a resident in Indonesia during the East Timor Crisis 
(12/1982) 

- Letter to Rev. Edwin B. Broderick from Patrick C. Jones (01.02.1982) Subj.: Reported 
Famine Situation - East Timor 

- Expenditures Grant Aid (receipts) 1982 
- CRS Project Profile: East Timor Agricultural Development Program  
- Information on East Timor/Informations sur Timor Est (16.01.1982) 
- Letter to Msgr. Daniel F. Hoye from Edwin B. Broderick and his reply (26.08.1982) 
- Handwritten notes (5 pp.) Subj.: East Timor Committees 
- Letter to Archbishop John Roach from the Sisters of North Dame De Namur about 

supporting the Apostolic Administrator of East Timor, Monsignor Martinho da Costa 
Lopes. (18.10.1982) 

- Letter to Monsignor Francis J. Lally from the Sister of North Dame De Namur about 
supporting the Apostolic Administrator of East Timor. (25.10.1982) 

- Handwritten note about East Timor (13.10.1982) 



- Timor’s Religious Speak: a document prepared by the Religious of East Timor for 
presentation at the conference of Indonesian Major Religious Superiors.  

- Letters to Rev. Edward Killackey from Edward Doherty in October and November of 
1982 

- Telex/Cable Message to Bishop Broderick regarding East Timor’s current status 
(01.12.1982) 

- Letter to Edward Doherty from the CIIR that encloses a list of contact addresses in 
Portugal  

- Letter to Mr. T. Magi at Monash University from Herb Feith, reader in politics. 
(02.04.1982) Subj.: Canberra Act 2600 

- Letter to Arnold Kohen from the Parliament of Australia - The Senate (22.12.1982) 
- Letter to Arnold Kohen from Pat in Australia (July & October 1982) 
- “Durenberger ‘Challenges U.S. Policy on East Timor (05.10.1982) 
- Letter to the U.S. Secretary of State Hon. George Shultz from U.S. Senators (30.09.1982)  
- Letter to the Hon. Charles Percy from U.S. Senators (30.09.1982) 









































































EXPENDITURES GRANT AID/50D/PDG-G-|a255-INP

PROJECTj ID-9E-001
(.In .PQll^3;gI

Reference

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

|6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Medicines

Shipment^of If000 M/T
of CSB PL-480

Clothing for 200,000

Peoples

Soap

Trucks and motorbike

(plus spare-parts)

Transport of relief

goods

Admin..cost &

Local salaries

Corn Seeds

Charter of Bell 205

Helicopter

Clearing & handling

Barges/watercraft

Buffalo

' Jakarta

Jul-Dec 79

124,002.88

323,760.00

12,970.37

69,171.22

85,851.15

13.676.41

88.063.42

14,060.84

•Jakarta

Jan-'Dec *80

66,084.70

15,997.44

153,773.37

76,138.14

55,839.31

1,096,211.56

75,406.08

503,001.49

.  39,752,00

Dili Junr

Dec. '79

Included uhder line 6 ̂

7,866.79

6,480.00

850.72

I  r

,  731,556.29 , Slf0Q2i2p4,09 i 15,197.?! , 374,341.02 , 117,384.93

Dili

jJan^-Dec

46,313.22

189,697.51

17,956.57

19,310.05

86,675.56

14,309 ax

Expendlt'r

Jak in US$

Transport of

19,184.93

98,200.00

Transfer

from

a*

\

Jakarta .  Dili

'  ' . *
IDt-9B-007. • Jan».Hay 91 ...Jan-Feb 5i-.

Grand

Total

190,087.58

Relief Goodfr

\

'  \

I

X

K

\

I

9

X

\

I

X

323,760.00

12,970.37

\  13,408,00 .' 12,731.24.'

\  \ \

74,805,48. '. 4,074,17 ' 9,690,20 '

'  956,35 ' ■ •

X  X - X

85,168.66

312,076.98

395,133.63

151,339.08

4,758.38 ' 82,766,92 ' 1,291.26 '

'  ..7,104.08 ' '

'  . ' *

V" X

•A.

1  ̂ —r-' :—i

,  79,563,86 , .100^309,52 ( 72i1l2^1p ^

1,301,184.69.

U6,731.77.^|J^;.
589,677;05

■■ ■ .54a40ai

inBMtaeicaEitaiatfloiKnnmSBOiWBMtaiiiiatBcaMcaciniawMiMMnmnnnnaiKiaaatalBBaEmsampiezctia
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EXPENDITURES GRANT AID/SOD/PDC-9-0285-IND

ID-9E~007

Reference

1. Trucking {Truck s

Drivers' salaries)

2. Inter Island transportation

3. Warehousing & Rehabilitation

4. Port Handling & Clearing

5. Field Staff Monitoring

6. Audit St Administration

7. CRS Overhead (7.3%) •

Jakarta

Get - Dec 1979

US$ 7,25^3.32

US$ 181,905.64

US$ 18,709.00

US$ 83,701.33

USS

US$ 8,453.11

US$ 300,019.40

Jakarta

Jan - Sept 1980

US$ 4,345.76

US$ 213,205.18

US$

US$ 25,946.32

U3$

US$ 8,027.03

U3$ 50,180.00

US$ 302,504.29

Dili • Dili

Got - Dec 1979 Jan - Sept. 80

us$ US$ 21,076.68 US$,^2,672.76

us$ - US$ 44,382.60 ,  us$ 439,493.42

us$ 38,944.34 us$ 7,090.93 ' US$ 64;'752.27

us$ 18,291.93 us$ 2,960.15 US$ 150,907.73

us$ - us$ - , USS

us$ - us$ 39,093.60 ' *US$ 57,173.82

us$ - us$ -  • USS 50,180.00

us$ 57,236.27 us$ 115,420.04 USS 775,180.00

Total

Got 79 - Sep 80























































General Secretary Miss Mildred Neviie m
^  r -p Cathoiicinstitutefor

i3i2^Massachussetts Avenue NW International Relations
Washington DC 20005 22 Coleman Fields

London N17AF

Telephone 01-354 0883
August 6th 1982

Dear Ed

I enclose for you a list of contact addresses in Portugal,
which was collected during a recent visit to Lisbon.

It appears that President Eanes* political initiative over
East Timor continues to be blocked by the Portuguese Government,
led by Dr Balsemao, even though the new constitution ,
to go before Parliament in August will continue to
Portuguese authorities are responsible for ensuring that Eas '
is fully and properly decolonised. The Portuguese Government ooes
not appear to be willing to take account of the will of the Portuguese
Parliament in this refusal to act, since the Parliament crea ®
the end of last'year an all-party Commission to examine the question.

The next vote at the United Nations is now very close, and^
if the effects of Indonesia's very active diplomacy are to be l^rai^<=d,
Portugal must begin lobbying on behalf of East Timor very^ oro=n-
We have been asked to appeal to you, and through you o ° ■ r "
isations concerned about the fate of East Timor and its p=ople, to
write to the Prime Minister, to President tanes, ..o the Po..tuguese
Parliamentary Commission on East Timor, to your Portuguese Embassy,
and to any other organisation which you believe you may in-lu=nc-,
asking them to use their influence to persuade the Government to act
upon its commitments. We have been told that it would be very use
zo stress the degree of international concern felr abou^ this question,
and the importance attached abroad to the Portuguese Government's
actions.

Please let CIDAC know of any action^which you have been able
to take. If you should wish to have more information about the
initiative and the problems which surround it, write either to CIDAC,
to Jill Jolliffe (East Timor Newsletter) or, if you wish, to us. it
would also be helpful, perhaps, to send copies of your correspondence
ro Mme. Lourdes de Pintassilgo, who advises President Eanes on the
Question of East Timor.

eu, H fc f 176
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i-ORTUGAL : iiast Timor

Suooorr organisations

Comissao Para so Direitos do Povo Maubere

Rua Pinheiro Chagas 77, 2° esq^
1000 Lisboa Tel: 57 47 18

CIDAC

Rua Pinheiro Chagas 77, 2
Lisbon 1000

o ^
sq

57 47 18

Commissao para os Direitos do Povere Maubere Porto

Travessa da Ferreira 96, 6 esq^
P 4200 Portugal

Timor Newsletter

Rua Damasceno Monreiro 14A, R/C
1100 Lisbon 87 66 09

rRLTILIN Araujo, Abilio

Calcade de Carriche lote 13e/5e
1700 i-isbon

DTC

NLV;

Gauimor

Av- Duque de Louie 3 es'
lOOO Lisbon

eovernmenu

?r=:sidente de Republica
General Ramalho Eanes

Residencia oficial

Palacio de Belem

1400 Lisbon

Pre;r.ier Ministro

Dr Pinto Balsemao

Residencia Oficial
San Bento

1200 Lisbon

Mr Paulo Marques
Palatio das Mecessidades
Largo do Rilvas
Lisbon

Madam Lordes Pintassilgo

Alameda Street antonio Capuchos 4-5
1000 Lisbon

(senior official at
rhe fore!cn ministry)

(political adviser on
East Timor to President
Eanes.)



POLITICAL PARTIES

Partido Socialigta

Relacoes Internacionais

rua da Emenda 46

1200 Lisbon

PSD

Dep. Relacoes Internacionais
Av. Buenos Aires 39
1200 Lisbon

Trade Union;

Intersindical Nacional
rua Vitor Cordon

1200 Lisbon

1-3'

PORTUGUESE PARLI.AJ^NTARIANS

a/e Rui Mateus

a/e Dr Guilherme Jardim

a/e Alvaro Rana

:  East Timor

Dr Mario Soares

rua Dr Joao Soares

1600 Lisbon

2-r

General Secretary
Partido Socialista

Jaime Jose Katos da Gama

rua Virginia Vitorino 13 R/C esq
1000 Lisbon

Anronio Lopes Cardoso
Av. Joao XXI 60-5 Esq
1000 Lisbon

Partida Socialista

(minority group, with
the majority of KP's;
radical.)

UEDS; ex Minister of
Aariculture.

Leonardo Ribeiro da Almeida

ruj. Pinheiro Chagas 101-4^ Dto
1OO0 Lisbon

-O
vital Marrins Moreira

rua Humberto Delgado 82- 3^ esq
3000 Coimbra

Social Democrat Party

Portuguese Communist
Parry

Prof. Diogo Freitas do Araaral
Al. D. Afonso Henriques 43-3° D
1900 Lisbon

Dr Francisco Lucas Fires

Quinta das Freiras (a Alvaro Pass) LTE E-4^D
1600 Lisbon

o^o

Christian Democrat Party;
Vice president of the
European Christian Demo
crat onternational.

Christian Democrat Party

Presidents de l*Assembleia da Republica
Palacio de S. Bento

1200 Lisbon

Marcelo Rebelo de Sousa

Avenue Buenos Aires 39

1200 Lisbon

Social Democrat party;
political adviser to
the prime minister.

Dr Rui Rodriguez Pena
rua Rodrigo da Fonseca 149 4^D
1000 Lisbon

o^o Christian Democrat Part^



Members of the Comissao Eventual Para Acompanhamento da Situacao em
Timor Leste (East Timor Parliamentary Commission): Assembleia da
Republica, Palacio de S. Bento, 1200 Lisbon.

President®:

Vice Pres:

Secretarios:

Vogais :
(Members)

Manuel Tilraan ASDI

Portugal da Ponseca PSD

Carlos Candal PS

Azevedo CoutinhcS CDS

Silva Graca PCP

Lemos Damiao PSD

Gomes Carneiro PS

Manuela Aguiar PSD

Manual Moreira PSD

Cristovao Guerreiro Norte PSD

Fleming de Oliveira PSD

Fernandes de Fonseca PS

Henrique Morass CDS

Rui Pena CDS

Sousa Marques PCP

Barrilaro Ruas P?M

Lopes Cardoso USDS

Antonio Taborda MDP/CDE

Mario Tome UDP

(Soc-Dem)
(Socialist)
(Chris-Dem)
(Communist)



PORTUGUESE JOURNALISTS ; East Timor

Augusto de Carvalho
Expresso ^
rua Duque de Palmela 37— 2 D
1200 Lisbon

Caceres Monteires
0 Jornal

Av. Liberdade 232 R/C D
1200 Lisbon

Teresa de Sousa

Radio Comercial

rua Saropaio E Pina 26
1000 Lisbon

Herculano Carreiro

RTP / 2 (television)
Alameida das Linhas de Torres 44
1700 Lisbon

Luis Alberto Ferreira

Jornal de Noticias

Rua Mesericordia 17 1^ E
1200 Lisbon

o

;. ;"JRTUGUESE CHURCH

Presidente da Conferencia Episcopal Portuguesa
D, Manuel de Almeida Trindade

P.->co Episcopal
3800 Aveiro

ConfcL-.incia Episcopal Portuguesa ^
Campo das Martires da Patria 4 3-1 esq
1000 Lisbon

Portuguese Justice & Peace ©ffice
Patriarcado

Campo Martires 45
1000 Lisbon



Monash University

CLAYTON VICTORIA AUSTRAUA 3168

teuphone: 03541 o8it MonashuniMelbourne
telex: Monash AA 32691

FACULTY OF ECONOMICS ANO POLITICS
DEAN; Pr(^5f r D. Coc/iM/i? 2zid April 1982
Your Ref;

In Reply Please Quote:

Mr T, MagL,
Secretary,

Senate Standing Committee on
Foreign Affairs and Defence,
Parliament House,

CANBERRA ACT 2600.

Dear Mr Magi,

Thank you very much for giving me a few extra days to
make ny submission to the Senate Inquiry into East Timor.

I am writing this submission as one who has never visited
East Timor but has lived with its anguish for many years. My concep
with Indonesia and Australian-Indonesian relations is of long stan^ng.
It goes back to the four years I had in Indonesia in the 1950 s^ K
was then working for the Indonesian Ministry of Information), ^t has
been the central element of my teaching, research and writing since
became an academic in 1960,

I followed events in East Timor closely in the 20 months
which followed the Portuguese coup of April 1974, partly as the
stpervisor of Helen Hill's MA thesis on FretiUn. I have been following
East Timor developments fairly closely since the Indonesian invasion.
I discussed them frequently in the two research visits I made to
Indonesia in December 1977-February 1978 and December 1980-February
1982,

Writing in haste, I shall limit myself to^a bald presen
tation of five propositions on aspects of the Inquiry s concerns,
would be happy if the Committee were willing to allow me to appear
before it to amplify these.

(1) It is unlikely that the cast which Indonesian politics has had
in the last 16 years will last much longer. The Suharto government
has given Indonesia an impressively long period of political
stabiUty and continuity. But few careful observers o^ the -
Indonesian political scene see the political system arto as
built as effectively constitutional. The March 18-19 nots in
Jakarta and nearby centres, coming on top of the more
riots which took place in Central and East Java in Nov er ,
confirm* the picture of a political system in which the exter^ls
o'f constitutional democracy—parliament, elections, the civilian
party system and an in^pendent judiciary—exist around a structure
of a very different kind. The central fact about Indonesian
politics remains tight control in the hands of a small military
elite which deals harshly and manipulatively with its adversaries
and so invites them to resort to clandestine forms of political
opposition.

Many supporters of the Suharto government, in Indonesia and
Australia, project a future in which am^ rule of the type
currently exercised will continue for another decade. ^ They may
prove to be right. But the odds seem to me to be against that
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projection—for reasons I set out in November 1979 (The paper,
"Legitimacy Questions and the Suharto Polity", is attached). My
sense of conviction on this point has grown in the intervening
period,with the evidence of steadily rising labor unrest and
the emergence of a ne^-i boldness in the tone of opposition groupings
of various kinds.

I do not propose to present the Inquiry with an alternative projec
tion. But it seens likely that the coalition of opposition
groupings which emerged in late 1973, reemerged more strongly
in the second half of 1977 and has been showing its many faces
vigorously since September 1981, is likely to play a major role
in the next decade.

This is a coalition of Muslims, Nationalists, ex—generals and
students which has very wide appeal,both in the urban middle
classes and in the country as a whole. One of its principal
demands, expressed in the Petition of 50 of 1980 is for legisla
tion which would allow the emergence of freely organized parties—
in addition to the three pseudo-parties which are currently
permitted a legal existence.

The principal leader of this coalition—though h® Is careful not
ta project tilmself as that:—-is the foirmsr Marines General and ex-
mayor of-Jakarta, All Sadikln. Sadlkln Is saan as a dyname
nationalist, an effective administrator and a politician able to
establish rapport with Indonesians outside the amry, the bureau
cracy and the professional strata.

Many observers of the Indonesian scene see Sadikin as having no
chance of emerging to power because his strong stands against the
Suharto leadership have lost him support in the army. But others
say that many of the officers who now criticize Sadikin would
switch their loyalties to him quickly once it was clear that the
groundswell of opposition to Suharto was irresistible.

^2) A significant number of important leaders xn Jakarta actj-vely-
favor exploring the possibiliiiv of a disengagement -Lrotn the East
Timor incorporation, chough most of them are unwilling to say
"this in public. Indonesian percepclons of what is going on in
East Timor have long been notoriously difficult to glean. How
does one judge the representativeness of A's view against B^s in
a situation where each has only fragements of knowledge about
East Timor and one of them has perceptions it is dangerous to
express publicly (and often also privately)? In this situation
it is commonly argued by well-informed people that even Indonesians
who are strongly critical of most of their government's policies
are loyal and compliant on East Timor. Such people, it is said,
pidvately criticize the army's racketeering practices there and
some of them make cynical comments about its exaggerated claims
to have destroyed Fretilin and satisfied the aspirations of the
people. But they seem to see the undoing of Indonesia's control
over the territory as impossible and are not sure that it is
desirable.

This is an accurate description of perceptions among a large
number of middle class Indonesians of dissident sympathies. But
it does not encompass the leadership of that group. Within this
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leadership—and I am speaking here of a group of political sophi
sticates, perhaps no more than 100 people in all, but represen
tative of Muslims, Nationalists, ex-generals and ex-student leaders—
there is willingness to reopen agendas on East Timor, as on many
other matters which the Suharto government has declared to be
beyond controversy.

The members of this leadership group are fairly well informed on
East Timor. They know that Fretilin has survived the military
onslaughts it has suffered and that the self-determination cause
continues to have broad popular support. They also know that
Indonesia has had to pay a heavy diplomatic price for its violation
of repeated resolutions of the UN General Assembly on East Timor.
Most of them want Indonesia to return to the roles it was playing
between 1947 and 1965 as an active participant in movements for
Third World solidarity, roles which have been largely forfeited
in the Suharto period; and many believe that turning over a new
leaf in relation to East Timor will need to be part of the process
of Indonesia's reestablishing its Third World credentials.

These dissidents or oppositionists are not of course wholehearted
supporters of the Fretilin cause. But they see the decision to
invade East Timor as a mistake or a misconceived adventure. Many
of them see it as a misadventure which typifies what is wrong with
the Suharto government, its reliance on manipulative intelligence
operations and naked coercion. (Some of them blame the US and
Australia.for having given green lights in relation to the invasion).
Aware of the comparison which has often been made with America's
role in Vietnam, they believe that "there surely must be some way
to get ourselves off the hook in East Timor".

Jhe fact that few Indonesia watchers have commented on this set of
perceptions is partly to be explained by the inportance of the
Timor issue to the intelligence generals. In this context it is
important to highlight the role of Lieut.-General Benny Mberdani,
the main architect of the operational side of the East Timor
invasion, who is currently head of Armed Forces Intelligence, The
sophisticates among Indonesia political dissidents are well aware
of the strength of Benny Moerdani's feelings on East Timor, and of
how dangerous it is to attract Moerdani's attention as a harborer
of dangerous thoughts.

Another part of the reason why few Indonesia watchers have
perceived the set of orientations I am describing has to do with
a i^re general tendency for opposition groups to avoid seeming
critical on "national" issues lest they provide the government bf
the day with a means of portraying them as
anti-national. In this respect I see a close analogy with the
attitudes of dissidents in the late Sukarno periods to Sukarno's
"crush Malaysia" policies. Many Indonesians who were scathing in
thejtr denunciations of Sukarno's domestic policies in that period
(in speaking privately to foreigners) were inclined to say that
"there is a'good deal of Justification for his anti-Malaysia
policies".

Uiese people became active supporters of reconciliation with
Malaysia as soon as Sukarno had been toppled. It is instructive
to remember that a 180 degree change in foreign policy was
effected within a mere five months of Suharto's coming to power
(in March 1966).

. •. /4
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(3) Indonesia's conmrLtment to the incorporation of East Timor is likely
to be the subject of "agonizing reappraisal" In the post-Suharto
period. This may seem a bold assertion in view of the impossibi
lity of giving confident answers to the who, what and when questions
about post-Suharto Indonesia. But it may be worth looking at the
four most commonly discussed scenarios for their implications for
East Timor.

These are;

1. One of the currently prominent figures of the present
regime will take over and try to continue the basic policies of the
post-1966 period, if necessary with increased levels of repression.

2. A little-known younger officer will take over and
try to continue these basic policies, again with increased levels
of repression if that proves necessary.

3. A little-known younger officer will take over and
feel obliged to make major changes in the direction of opening up
the- system.

4. Someone, either currently prominent or a younger man
will feel obliged to call on one of today's prominent opposition
figures to create new hope, momentum and legitimacy.

In the event of the third or fourth of these scenarios coming to
realization the new government would presumably distance itself
sharply from many of the policies of the Suharto period which it
sees as either unpopular or unsuccessful. There is a good chance
that it would present itself as standing for a combination of the
best elements of Sukarno's leadership and policies and the best
elements of Suharto's (and the elimination of the bad elements of
each of these).

Such a government would almost certainly declare itself to
prefer; political solutions to purely military ones and nation
alist and Third Worldist policies to ones, reflecting neo-colonial
dependency on the US and Japan.

Coming to the issue of East Timor, such a government would face
a number of exceedingly difficult choices.

Three main reasons would be given for maintaining something veiy
similar to the status quo. In the first place it would be argued
that too many Indonesians have died in East Timor to make it
conceivable that the armed forces would accept the undoing of the
integration,

A second argument would be that major concessions to the East
Timorese would have disastrous implications for Indonesian control
of West Irian, where popular resentment of the established authority
is as great (and where the possibility of guerrillas getting arms
from outside is greater),

Finally .it would be said that there is no real need to make far-
rdaching concessions to the East Timorese because token ones would
be enough .to take the sting out of the international criticism of
Indonesia over East TizSr. The states which associate themselves
actively with the Third World solidarity cause-would quickly
welcome Indonesia's expressed desire to rejoin their ranks and
would therefore urge the East Timorese to come to terms with
Indonesian control.

However 1 believe it is likely that each of these arguments would
be countered.
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As against the view that the armed forces would not accept an
undoing of integration, it would be said that many of the family
members of officers and men who have died in the East Timor

misadventure (especially the families of people whose death was
hushed up) would be happy to see the misadventure denounced as
that.

On West Irian, it would be said that international pressures
against Indonesian occupancy are slight there and that they would
become weaker if Indonesia had demonstrated its overall reasonable

ness by showing that it was willing to settle for some kind of
"political solution" in East Timor.

Thirdly, the critics of the status quo position would argue that
there is indeed a need to give more than token concessions to the
East Timorese who continue to aspire to self-determination of some
kind. They would probably point to the evidence of continuing
world interest in East Timor (growing interest in the United
States, if one compares 1979-82 with 1975-1978). They woiild argue
that many East Timorese, both within East Timor and in Portugal and
Australia, who were previously syii5>athetic to the pro-Portuguese
U.D.T. party are now pro-independence. And they would point to
the demonstrated resilience of the independence movement, in its
political as well as its military manifestations.

A further argument likely to be advanced by the advocates of a
far-reaching political solution is that East Timor is likely to
remain a drain on Indonesian economic resources while heavy
repression is required, particularly if the need for tight secrecy
makes it impossible to involve international agencies in the
struggle to contend with the territory's long adverse food-ecology
situation.

These hard-headed arguments have been thrashed out by a good many
of the sophisticated politicians who lead the anti-Suharto
opposition and their general conclusion is that "We will have to
do some hard thinking about imaginative political initiatives when
the time comes". I am not suggesting that they see East Timor as
one of the principal issues they will face when they come to
office. But nor do they expect it to go away.

In the event of Scenario 4 coming to realization then—and probably
also in the event that Scenario 3 does—far-reaching reappraisal
of the Indonesian position in East Timor would be on the agenda.
My guess is that the main argument would be between advocates of
"special territory" status (such as was given to. Acheh in North-
Sumatra as a means of bringing an end to the 1953-61 rebellion
in that region) and advocates of Finland-style or Bhutan-style
Independence. The Finland and Bhutan options were discussed a good
deal in 1974-75, particularly by Jose Maria Ramos Horta, who was
later to become Foreign Minister and U.N. representative of the
Democratic Republic of East Tinor. The Bhutan option has again
been canvassed recently b' an editorial in the Canberra Times,
"A Time for Healing" (13 January 1982).

The possible roles of the United Nations, Portugal and the United
States in facilitating a political settlement of the East Timor
issue are explored in the attached statement by Professor Benedict
Anderson of Cornell University, a statement he delivered to the
Fourth Committee of the U.N. General Assembly on 20 October 1980.
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(4) The case for the viability of small states is much stronger than
suggested in niost public discussion in Australia. The conventional

1950's-1960*s notion that small states are not viable, that their
establishment flies in the face of a global trend for human beings
to organize themselves in progressively larger and more coii5)lex
economies and societies, has lost plausibility.

It is clear that a large number of mini-states created in the
period of decolonization have survived. Some can be said to enjoy a
high measure of political, economic and social health, others a
very low one. But few would maintain that the conditions of life
are markedly worse in Fiji, Tonga, Barbados or Mauritius than in
economically and socially comparable countries of much greater size.

Africa is probably the easiest continent to take as a "laboratory"
for generalizations of this kind. Would anyone seriously contend
that the conditions of life are markedly better in the African states
whose population is above one million than they are in those where it
is below that line? It would certainly be easier to argue that the
more culturally cohesive of the African states are happier, less
repressive and more consensually governed places than those where
cultural, ethnic and linguistic divisions run deep.

The idea that states are viable only if they are large enough to
enjoy a hi^ degree of economic autonomy or internal economic
integration is fanciful, because it is virtually impossible for any
state to'achieve that in today*s world of fast growing interdependence.
China, Burma and Albania are examples of countries that have tried
hard to withstand the global trends in this respect but with little
success.

As far as iaost Third World countries are concerned, they are heavily
dependent on economic and political actors much stronger than them
selves—states of the industrial world, larger Third World neighbour
states, transnational corporations and U.N. and other international
agencies and organizations. The essence of their statecraft is to
manipulate these external elements in ways which produce maximal
advantage (loans, subsidies, investments, protection) and minimal
cost (not too much destruction of indigenous crafts, industries and
cultural traditions, nor too much denial of autonomy as regards
domestic political arrangements and foreign policy choices.)

In this new situation of accentuated dependence and interdependence
(in the case of most Third World countries, more of the former than
the latter) states like Finland and Bhutan which have more or less
formally accepted restrictions of their sovereignty in deference to
the wishes of stronger neighbour states do not appear as deviant
cases. Rather, they are formal versions of something which is
informally general. -Many would argue that Australians position is
not very different!

As I see it, successful statecraft in poor countries has a lot to
do with the cultural crj.esion of a state, because cultural cohesion
makes it more likely t.iat internal conflict will be resolved without
resorting to high levels of repression, and that governments will be
legitimate in the eyes of its citizens.
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The attached article by Nathaniel H. Leff, '^Bengal, Biafra and the
Bigness Bias" (Foreign Policy, No. 3, Suminer 1971) develops these
and some related arguments. The analytical orientation which under
lies them is that of Richard A. Falk, the Princeton University
world order theorist. See especially his Human Rights and State
Sovereignty (1981).

(5) Australian responsibility for the tragedy of East Timor needs to be
understood in relation to the role of the "Indonesia lobby within
the Australian government» and of the conditions which have given
this lobby its dominant influence. This lobby includes a majority
group of Indonesia specialists in the Foreign Affairs Department
and some very senior figures of this Department. It also includes
Indonesia watchers and former Indonesia watcners in other government
departments and among service officers, and people of similar
background in the academic and journalistic worlds.

In using the word "lobby" for the group I do not mean to imply crude
or simply material interest. The group is held together by a common
outlook and ethos rather than material interests. Its members*
outlook is a coherent one. Most of them have genuine affection for
Indonesia and its people. And their concern to combat racism in
Australia is idealistic. Moreover there are men of very great ability
among them.

I am not concerned to denigrate the members of this group. Some of
them are my friends. But I believe that they are insensitive to
some crucial aspects of contemporary Indonesian reality. Their
outlook is rooted in a particular set of 1960*s experiences

^  basically a perception of the late Soekarno years as disastrous and
of Soeharto*s accession to power as a Godsend. And it is- rooted in a
set of elitist and Jakarta-centric misperceptions of what has been
happening in Indonesian society in the last ten years.

How does one account for the influence of these men and this dis
tinctive cast of mind, whose contribution has been so important in
the fashioning of policies on East Timor?

One part of the explanation relates to certain traditions in the ways
the Australian Embassy in Jakarta conducts its business. Ever since
the late 1960*s, the senior personnel of the embassy have enjoyed
close and highly valued relationships with Jusuf Wanandi and Harry
Tjan Silalahi, two exceedingly able and personable brainstrusters
of the Indonesian government, who are central figures of the Centre
for Strategic and Indonesian Studies (CSIS) and key aides to ^nerals
Ali Murtopo and Benny Moerdani, and who have fully considered -views
on how Australian—Indonesian relations should be guided.

These two Indonesians have been exceedingly helpful to Australian
diplomats in getting doors opened and messages transmitted to the
highest levels of goveimment. And they have had a powerful influence
on the way a long line of Australian officials view the problems of
Indonesia and of Australian-Indonesian relations.

The basic tenet of the philosophy which the CSIS figures have per
suaded Australian diplomats and other officials to accept is that^
good relations between two neighboring states of sharply contrasting
historical and cultural background and levels of material development
requires the government of each side to take active steps to check
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such popular pressures as are likely to disstabilize the relation
ship.

But vdiy have so many senior Australian officials been prepared to
adopt this philosophy—which puts a heavy obligation on Australian
governments to manage public opinion? The answer is partly historical,
its roots in the Australian-Indonesian relationship of the early
1960's. In that period Australian diplomats were not only frightened
by Sukarno*s leftism and nationalist sabre-rattling. They were also
worried by the panic they saw in Australian media and public responses
to Sukarno. The lesson they drew and continue to draw is that
Australian policy must guard against the possibility of a situation
arising once more in which traditional Australian fears of yellow and
red hordes descending from the North are reawakened.

However, a further condition needs to be considered if we are to
account for the centrality of this lesson as an element in the
Indonesia lobby*s thinking, and its continuing importance to the
present time—in the face of evidence that racist fears have become
markedly less important in Australian perceptions of the external
environment. This is the fact that diplomats, like military men,
are trained to view the world in state-centric ways.

This means that they tend to identify with the perspectives of
state managers in the countries in which they are stationed. They
tend to be impressed by "pragmatic" men who are "getting on with the
job of government" and are impatient with the "unrealistic ideological
posturing" of counter-elites and leaders of social movements. They
are often either cynical or apprehensive about popular movements,
even where these are manifestly creative and culturally authentic.

A final factor that deserves consideration when one is trying to
account for the influence of Indonesia lobby thinking on Australian
policy in relation to Indonesia is the fact that non-governmental
groups have had very little say in the shaping of that policy.

With the exception of some Amnesty and Church pressures on the
Indonesian political prisoners issue before 1977, and business groups
associated with the Australian-Indonesian Business Corporation
Committee, non-governmental groups in Australia have exercised little
influence on most aspects of Indonesia policy. Such groups have
certainly been effective in keeping the East Timor issue alive. But
non-governmental concern on other aspects of Australian-Indonesian
relations has been slight.
Indonesian visitors frequently say—and the complaint comes as often
trom anti-Suharto people as from supporters of the government— that
Australians see Indonesia through the prism of East Timor. I believe
they are right. ' ,

Now the logic of Indonesia lobby thinking would have us take comfort
from the fact that pressures from non-governmental groups in
Australia are few (except on East Timor). According to this logic
tlie deterioration of Australian-Indonesian relations since 1975 has
resulted from "all thar^^yelling and screaming about East Timor" by
the press and church ant aid groups in Australia.
tfy own view is that Australian-Indonesian relations would probably
be better if the non-governm-nta.l input into our Indonesia policies
were greater, if the state-to-state dimension of relations between
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our two countries were more heavily influenced by persons involved in
people-to-people relationships. I am thinking not only of people
from church and aid groups, universities and the media but also of
Australians who have lived in Indonesia, Australians xd.th Indonesian
spouses and Indonesians who have lived here for a long time. All of
these are people whose interest is in the long-term aspect of good
relations between the two countries.

In particular I believe that the cause of fashioning good relations
between our two countries on a long-term basis would be greatly
helped by Parliament playing a more active role. Greatly as I
welcome the Senate's initiative in conducting the present East Timor
Inquiry, I would be even happier if a similar inquiry were conducted
into the broader matter of Australian-Indonesian relations. The U.S.
Congress provides us with admirable models in this whole area.

Ironically, the Realpolitikorientation of the Indonesia lobby, its
members' willingness to ignore violations of himian rights and self-
determination principles in the cause of Australia's long-term
interest in keeping good relations with Indonesia,has failed on its
own terms.

The six years of war, repression, famine and cover-up which have
resulted from the invasion of East Timor have caused enormous damage
to Australian-Indonesian relations.

These relations would now be better, I submit, if the Whitlam govern
ment had -gone to the United Nations in 1975 and launched a vigorous
diplomatic campaign to deter the Suharto government from embarking
on the invasion it was threatening.

Herb Feith

Reader in Politics


































